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ABSTRACT
Nanorod-like TiO2 (nc-TiO2) and MoO3 (nc-MoO3) films were thermally grown from Ti- and Mo-metallic wafers.
Nanohybrid films of N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)(1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’diamine (NPB)/TiO2 and NPB/MoO3 used
as anode/hole transport layer (HTL) heterojunctions in blue organic light emission diodes (OLEDs) were prepared by
coating NPB onto the nc-TiO2 and nc-MoO3 and TiO2. Characterization of the nanostructured hybrid layers showed that
both the photoluminescent property and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the hybrid materials were significantly
enhanced in comparison with the standard NPB polymer. The electroluminous efficiency of the hybrid devices was
considerably enhanced in comparison with the standard device. This suggests a useful application for fabricating “reverse” OLEDs, where the emission light goes-out through the semitransparent cathode, instead of the indium tin oxide
(ITO) anode. For this, the ohmic contacts of conducting wires to metallic electrodes can be made much better than to
ITO anodes.
Keywords: Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED); Hybrid Heterojunctions; Curent-Voltage (I-V) Characteristic;
Luminous Efficiency

1. Introduction
Recently, there has an been increasing interest in both
theoretical and experimental works on conducting polymers and polymer-based devices, due to their potential
application in optoelectronics, organic light emitting diode
(OLED) displays, solar flexible cells, etc. [1-4]. Similar to
inorganic semiconductors, from the viewpoint of energy
bandgap, semiconducting polymers also have a bandgap—the gap between the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO). When sufficient energy is applied to a
semiconducting polymer, electrons from the HOMO
level (valence band) are excited to the LUMO level (conduction band). This excitation process leaves holes in the
valence band, and thus creates “electron-hole-pairs (EHPs)”.
When these EHPs are in intimate contact (i.e., the electrons and holes have not dissociated) they are termed
“excitons”. In presence of an external electric field, the
electron and the hole will migrate (in opposite directions)
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. It is
well-known that inorganic semiconductors when reduced
to the nanometer regime possess characteristics between
the classic bulk and molecular descriptions, exhibiting
properties of quantum confinement. Thus, adding metallic, semiconducting, and dielectric nanocrystals into polymer matrices enables the enhancement of efficiency and
service duration of the devices [5,6]. The inorganic additives usually were nanoparticles. The influence of nanocrystalline oxides on the properties of semiconducting
polymers has been largely investigated by many groups
[7-9]. It has been found that nanostructured composites
and nanohybrid layers or heterojunctions can be applied
to a variety of practical purposes. Among these applications, two main directions have been set: one is focused
on the interaction between electrons and photons in devices such as OLEDs, where the electricity generates
light and the other aim at the generation of electricity as
in organic solar cells (OSCs). For OLEDs, efficient device operation requires optimization of three factors: 1)
MSA
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equalization of injection rates of positive (hole) and negative (electron) charge carriers; 2) recombination of the
charge carriers to form singlet exciton in the emitting
layer (EL); and 3) radiative decay of the excitons. Of the
two carriers, electrons have the lower mobility and hence
limit the current conduction process [10]. By adding a
hole transport layer (HTL) and an electron transport layer
(ETL) to the three-layer device one can expect the equalization of injection rates of holes and electrons, consequently leading to a higher electroluminescent efficiency of the OLEDs. This is because of the better balance of
a high work function between the indium tin oxide (ITO)
and the HTL, and a low work function between the
cathode and the ETL in OLEDs. However, a large difference in the structures of an inorganic material like ITO
and polymers usually leads to a poor interface con- tact,
such as ITO/PEDOT and ITO/MEH-PPV in OLEDs
emitting red-colour light (R-OLEDs). The interface contact could be improved by embedding TiO2 nanoparticles
within the polymers, in the so-called nanocomposite films
[11,12]. The other way to make nanocomposites or nanohybrid layers is spincoating a thin layer of MEH-PPV
onto nanorod-like TiO2 particles grown directly from Ti
foils (MEH-PPV/nc-TiO2). The I-V characteristics of the
devices made from MEH-PPV/nc-TiO2 have thus been
improved [13].
This work presents recent achievements on the other
type of nanocomposite materials used for OLEDs emitting blue-colour light (B-OLEDs). Those are nano-hybrid
heterojunctions of N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)(1,1’biphenyl)-4,4’diamine (NPB) and nanoporous inorganic
oxide films which were done by evaporating NPB onto
nc-TiO2 and nc-MoO3 grown on Ti and Mo wafers, respectively.

2. Experimental
To grow nanocrystalline metallic oxide (nc-MoO3 and
nc-TiO2) on metallic foils, Ti and Mo wafers with a size
of 2 mm in thickness, 6 mm in width and 8 mm in length
were carefully polished using synthetic diamond paste.
The polished surface of Mo and Ti was ultrasonically
cleaned in distilled water, followed by washing in ethylene and acetone. Then the dried Mo and Ti wafers were
put in a furnace, whose temperature profile could be controlled automatically. We used different annealing temperature for Mo and Ti, from room temperature, the furnace was heating up to 500˚C and 700˚C, respectively for
Mo and Ti, kept at these temperatures with duration of
two hours, then followed by cooling down to room temperature during three hours.
NPB was used for HTL and 2-methyl-9,10-bis(naphthalene-2-yl)anthracene (MADN)—for EL and tris (8hydroxyquinolinato) aluminum(III) (Alq3)—for ETL layCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

ers. To characterize photoluminescent (PL) spectra of
hybrid heterojunctions, using spincoating technique, several NPB thin films were deposited onto Ti and Mo wafers, nc-TiO2/Ti and nc-MoO3/Mo layers (i.e. NPB/Ti,
NPB/Mo, NPB/TiO2/Ti and NPB/MoO3/Mo samples).
The detailed parameters of the spin coating process can
be found elsewhere [13].
The organic layers of NPB, MADN and Alq3 onto the
porous MoO3 and TiO2 layers were evaporated through
shadow mask in a high-vacuum chamber (1.33 × 10−4 Pa).
Then a semi-transparent aluminum coating served as
cathode was successively evaporated. The working area
of OLED pixels defined by the overlap of electrodes
layouts is 3 × 3 mm2. By this way, B-OLEDs with the
structure of Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/nc-TiO2/Ti and Al/Alq3/
MADN/NPB/nc-MoO3/Mo, respectively for Ti and Mo
substrates, were prepared and abbreviated to TBD and
MBD for convenience in further discussions. These
OLEDs emit light through the semitransparent Al cathode. The thickness (d) of the layers prepared by spin
coating and vacuum evaporation is listed in Table 1.
Crystalline structures and surface morphology of TiO2
and MoO3 were checked on a “Brucker D8-Advance”
X-ray diffractometer using filtered Cu Kα radiation (λ =
0.15406 nm) and on a “Hitachi S-4800” Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) using a high
Dc-voltage of 5 kV, respectively. Current-Voltage (I-V)
curves were measured by a Keithley 2400 source meter.
Photoluminescence spectra (PL) were carried-out by using a FL3-2 spectrophotometer. To measure electroluminescent characteristics (EL) and luminous efficiency (ξ)
of the devices we used a “Labsphere LCS-100” system
with an accessory for OLEDs. The luminous efficiency
(cd/A) was determined as the ratio of the luminance density (cd/m2) and corresponding current density (A/m2)
obtained at the same Dc bias.

3. Results and Discussion
The structure and thickness of the annealed Ti and Mo
substrate layers were found to be dependent of the annealing conditions such as temperature and time. The
samples used in devices were annealed during 1.5 h at
700˚C for Ti and 500˚C for Mo, and abbreviated to PTL
and PML, respectively.
The structure of the films was determined by performing X-ray incident beam experiment with Cu tube (λ =
1.5406 Å). In Figure 1, there are presented XRD patterns
of a PTL and a PML samples. The fact that the peak
width is rather large shows that both the TiO2 and MoO3
layers were formed by nanocrystalline grains. Besides,
the appearance of the intensive peaks of the titanium and
molybdenum on the XRD patterns proves that X-ray
went through the TiO2 and MoO3 layers and interacted
MSA
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Table 1. The thickness of the layers for heterojunctions and devices.
Layers

nc-TiO2

nc-MoO3

d, nm

100

120

NPB
Spincoating

Evaporation

80

50

(a)

MADN

Alq3

Al

50

20

45

(b)

Figure 1. XRD patterns of a metallic Ti and Mo wafers annealed 1.5 h, at 700˚C and 500˚C, respectively, showing nanocrystalline TiO2 and MoO3 grown on Ti-wafer surface (a) and Mo-wafer surface (b).

with the titanium and molybdenum crystalline lattice.
Although the metallic oxide layers are thin (~150 nm), in
the XRD patterns all the key characteristic peaks of a
rutile TiO2 crystal are revealed, those are peaks denoted
by “star” symbols in Figure 1(a) (PDF card No. 00-0211276). In the XRD patterns of the annealed Mo-wafer
(Figure 1(b)) there are seven diffraction peaks (denoted
by “plus” symbols) corresponding MoO3 (PDF card No.
00-005-0508) and three other peaks (“star” symbol) characterize a crystalline structure of Mo9O27 (PDF card No.
00-012-0753) that was also formed upon annealing.
To determine the grain size (τ), we used Scherrer’s
formula [14]:



0.9
  cos 

(1)

where λ is X-ray wavelength used, β is the full width at
half maximum in radians, and θ is the Bragg angle of the
considered diffraction peak. The average value of the
particles calculated from XRD peaks was found to be of
ca. 30 nm for the PTL and 40 nm for the PML sample.
The surface morphology of PML and PTL samples is
revealed by FE-SEM micrographs (Figure 2). This figure shows the porous molybdenum and titanium surface
layers, where Mo and Ti oxides were grown in form of
nanorods. The images in Figure 2 reflect such a high
resolution of the FE-SEM, that from them, one can determine approximately both the size on the surface and
the length of TiO2 and MoO3 nanorods grown in the Moand Ti-wafers. The PTL sample is much more porous
than the PML. By measuring the width and length of the
rods from the FE-SEM micrographs for both samples,
one can determine an average value for the rods. The
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

results show that TiO2 rods in the PTL sample have a
width of ~30 nm and a length of about 100 nm; the rods
of MoO3 in the PML are 35 nm in width and 120 nm in
length. This result is in a good agreement with the data
obtained from XRD patterns for the average size of
grains. In the PTL a large number of the rods have orientation close to the vertical direction (Figure 2(a)), whereas
in the PML (Figure 2(b)) MoO3 rods were randomly orientated.
We also annealed Ti and Mo wafers at temperatures of
400˚C and 800˚C. Even with different annealing processes, the features of the nanorods on molybdenum and
titanium substrates were similar to those for PML. This
shows that for growing nanorod-like MoO3 and TiO2 on
metallic molybdenum and titanium surfaces, the temperature can be maintained at 500˚C and 700˚C for 1.5 h,
respectively. The PTL and PML layers further have been
coated by NPB to get heterojunctions of NPB/nc-TiO2
and NPB/nc-MoO3. To characterize PL spectra of the
NPB/nc-TiO2 and NPB/nc-MoO3 samples in comparison
with the PL of the NPB/Ti and NPB/Mo ones, all the
samples were put on the pathway of a He-Cd laser beam.
The results of PL measurements of the samples excited at
short wavelengths (namely 325 nm) are presented in Figure 3.
As seen in Figure 3, the PL intensity of the hybrid
heterojunctions were increased in comparison with those
of the polymer coated onto metallic wafes (NPB/Ti and
NPB/Mo). This is similar to the reported results [15],
when a nanorod-like composite of MEH-PPV + TiO2 was
excited by photons of a large energy; its photoluminescence was enhanced in comparison with that of MEH- PPV
alone. Recently, we also observed the photoluminescent
MSA
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Figure 2. FE-SEM micrographs of Ti-wafer annealed at 700˚C for 1.5 h—PTL sample (a) and Mo-wafer annealed at 500˚C
for 1.5 h—PML sample (b).

Figure 3. PL spectra of NPB/Mo (curve “1”), NPB/Ti (curve
“2”), NPB/MoO3/Mo (curve “3”) and NPB/TiO2/Ti (curve
“4”). Excitation wavelength λ = 325 nm.

enhancement of MEH-PPV/nc-TiO2 hybrid films [13].
From Figure 3, one can notice that all the samples have
broad photoemission with a peak at 453 nm. A strongest
PL enhancement occurred in NPB/nc-TiO2 film. In this
hybrid film a small blue shift was observed, as it was
obtained for MEH-PPV + nc-TiO2 [13] or for PPV +
nc-SiO2 [16]. Although PL enhancement has been rarely
mentioned, one can suggest that the increase PL intensity
for such a PTL sample can be explained by the large absorption coefficient for TiO2 nanorods. This is similar to
the effect observed for the MEH-PPV films, which is due
to the non-radiative Förster resonant energy transfer [17]
from TiO2 nanorods to polymer with excitation at a wavelength lesser than 350 nm. The obtained results on the
photoluminescence for the hybrid samples indicate that
the heterojunctions of NPB/nc-TiO2 and/or NPB/nc-MoO3
constituted a factor favouring electrons, which were generated in metallic oxide layers under the photon excitation, for faster transport in the polymeric layer. For measuring I-V and EL characteristics, the electrodes (anode
and cathode) were connected to conducting wires by using a conductive silver paste. I-V characteristics of
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

NPB/nc-TiO2/Ti and Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/nc-MoO3/ Mo
devices (abbreviated to TBD and MBD, respectively)
showed that the turn-on voltage of the hybrid devices
lowered from 5.4 V (standard device) to 4.8 V (TBD
device) and 4.4 V (MBD device) (Figure 4).
The lowering of the turn-on voltage of hybrid deviecs
may be explained due to following facts: 1) Ag/Mo and
Ag/Ti contacts made from the silver paste are “metalto-metal”, consequently much better (more ohmic) than
the Ag/ITO one (metal-to-oxide); 2) the work function of
nc-MoO3 (6.80 eV [18]) is much larger than that of TiO2
(5.25 eV [19]) and ITO (4.50 eV [20]). This results in the
decrease of the applied Dc bias, and also the increase of
hole injection efficiency from the MoO3/Mo and TiO2/Ti
electrodes to the hole transport layer (NPB).
The fact that the improvement in I-V of the TBD and
MBD occurred due to replacing ITO by the thin MoO3
and TiO2 layers sandwiched between the polymer and
metallic substrates proves that the nc-MoO3 and nc-TiO2

Figure 4. I-V characteristics of OLEDs made from different
layers: (1) Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/ITO (standard device); (2)
Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/nc-TiO2/Ti (TBD device); (3) Al/Alq3/
MADN/NPB/nc-MoO3/Mo (MBD device).
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layers played the role of an anode for OLEDs. For such
OLEDs, instead of the transparent anode like the ITO
used, a semi-transparent or transparent Al-cathode was
coated on the device top.
To compare luminous efficiency (ξ) of TBD and MBD
devices with the Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/ITO (standard
device), all the Al-coatings were prepared with the same
thickness, namely 45 nm; their transmittance in the
wavelength region from 480 nm to 560 nm reached a
value as large as 55%. The ξ-V curves are plotted in Figure 5. To compare ξ of the hybrid OLEDs with the one
of the standard device, the ITO surface was absolutely
dark-covered. The fact that the features of the I-V (Figure 4) and ξ-V curves (Figure 5) are quite similar proves
that the efficient performance of an OLED can be preliminarily estimated from the I-V characteristics.
Indeed, the abrupt increase in luminous efficiency
related to the most effective current corresponding to the
turn-on voltage, where the current density raised with an
abrupt value.
Comparing ξ-V curves of the devices, one can clearly
see that ξ of heterojunction-based devices is much larger
than the one of the standard device.
At a Dc bias of 6 V, the luminous efficiency of the
TBD and MBD device reached a value as large as ~0.16
cd/A and ~0.73 cd/A, respectively. Whereas, for the
standard device ξ  0.23 cd/A in case the emission light
is collected from the semitransparent cathode (Al-cathode).
The result of the ξ-V measurements on the standard
device with the light collection from the ITO anode
(Figure 6, curve “1b”) shows a ξ much larger, namely
1.50 cd/A (at 6 V)—more than 6 times larger than ξ obtained in the case of the semitransparent cathode (Figure
6, curve “1a”). This demonstrates that the Al-cathode reflected back a large part of the emission light. Thus, one
can qualitatively estimate that for the heterojunctionbased OLEDs the luminous efficiency may attain a large
value up to ~1.0 cd/A (with nc-TiO2/Ti based device) and
~4.3 cd/A—more than 15 times larger than ξ of the standard device (with nc-MoO3/Mo based device) in case the
transparent cathode is successfully coated onto the ETL
layer.

4. Conclusions
Nanostructured hybrid layers of NPB/TiO2 and NPB/
MoO3 were prepared by coating NPB onto nanorod-like
TiO2 and MoO3 films thermally grown from titanium and
molybdenum wafers. The nanocrystalline structure of the
MoO3 and TiO2 films was revealed by XRD analysis; the
size of the nanorods measured on FE-SEM was found to
be of 30 nm in width and 100 nm in length for TiO2, and
35 nm in width and 120 nm in length for MoO3. In comparison with a pure NPB, under excitation of a largeenergy photon beam (λ = 325 nm), the intensity of the PL
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 5. Luminous efficiency () vs. Dc bias of B-OLEDs
for the standard (1), TBD (2) and MBD devices (3).

Figure 6. -V plots of the standard device obtained from
light emitting through Al-cathode (1a) and ITO anode (1b).

spectra of the hybrid layers considerably increased.
The turn-on voltage of the devices was found to be
lowering from 5.4 V (for a standard B-OLED) to 4.8 V
(for Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/nc-TiO2/Ti) and 4.4 V (for
Al/Alq3/MADN/NPB/nc-MoO3/Mo). The electroluminous
efficiency of the hybrid devices was considerably enhanced in comparison with the standard device. This suggests a useful application for fabricating “reverse” OLEDs,
where the emission light goes-out through the semitransparent cathode, instead of the ITO anode. Moreover,
the ohmic contacts of conducting wires to metallic electrodes can be made much better than to the ITO anode.
To research technology for depositing an electrically
conducting transparent cathode onto the electron transport layer is the aim of our further work.
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